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Experimental Man 2010-11-17
bestselling author david ewing duncan takes the ultimate high tech medical exam investigating the future impact of what s hidden deep inside all of us david ewing
duncan takes guinea pig journalism to the cutting edge of science building on award winning articles he wrote for wired and national geographic in which he was
tested for hundreds of chemicals and genes associated with disease emotions and other traits expanding on these tests he examines his genes environment brain and
body exploring what they reveal about his and his family s future health traits and ancestry as well as the profound impact of this new self knowledge on what it means
to be human david ewing duncan san francisco ca is the chief correspondent of public radio s biotech nation and a frequent commentator on npr s morning edition he
is a contributing editor to portfolio discover and wired and a columnist for portfolio his books include the international bestseller calendar humanity s epic struggle to
determine a true and accurate year 978 0 380 79324 2 he is a former special producer and correspondent for abc s nightline and appears regularly on cnn and
programs such as today and good morning america

Eating in Theory 2021-04-09
annmarie mol reassess notions of human being and becoming by thinking through the activity of eating showing how eating is a lively practice bound up with our
identities actions politics and senses of belonging in the world

The Future of Nursing 2020-2030: Global Applications to Advance Health Equity 2023-09-17
this book provides an application of the concepts and recommendations of the future of nursing 2020 2030 charting a path to achieve health equity report a consensus
study from the us national academy of medicine it offers complementary guidance through tools tips examples and storytelling as such this book written by prominent
international academics and nurse practitioners offers program and policy recommendations for health equity as the world s largest and most trusted workforce
nurses are in a key position thus must step up to help address these inequities now the recent pandemic has laid bare these inequities in ways that are stark and
demanding of our attention this book offers program and policy recommendations along with case studies designed to empower nurses to understand and act to
improve health equity this text provides nurses an opportunity to clearly see the need for an equitable just and fair society there has never been a more urgent call to
action

Seizing the Means of Reproduction 2012-11-26
in seizing the means of reproduction michelle murphy s initial focus on the alternative health practices developed by radical feminists in the united states during the
1970s and 1980s opens into a sophisticated analysis of the transnational entanglements of american empire population control neoliberalism and late twentieth
century feminisms murphy concentrates on the technoscientific means the technologies practices protocols and processes developed by feminist health activists she
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argues that by politicizing the technical details of reproductive health alternative feminist practices aimed at empowering women were also integral to late twentieth
century biopolitics murphy traces the transnational circulation of cheap do it yourself health interventions highlighting the uneasy links between economic logics new
forms of racialized governance u s imperialism family planning and the rise of ngos in the twenty first century feminist health projects have followed complex and
discomforting itineraries the practices and ideologies of alternative health projects have found their way into world bank guidelines state policies and commodified
research while the particular moment of u s feminism in the shadow of cold war and postcolonialism has passed its dynamics continue to inform the ways that health is
governed and politicized today

Issues in Discovery, Experimental, and Laboratory Medicine: 2011 Edition 2012-01-09
issues in discovery experimental and laboratory medicine 2011 edition is a scholarlyeditions ebook that delivers timely authoritative and comprehensive information
about discovery experimental and laboratory medicine the editors have built issues in discovery experimental and laboratory medicine 2011 edition on the vast
information databases of scholarlynews you can expect the information about discovery experimental and laboratory medicine in this ebook to be deeper than what you
can access anywhere else as well as consistently reliable authoritative informed and relevant the content of issues in discovery experimental and laboratory medicine
2011 edition has been produced by the world s leading scientists engineers analysts research institutions and companies all of the content is from peer reviewed
sources and all of it is written assembled and edited by the editors at scholarlyeditions and available exclusively from us you now have a source you can cite with
authority confidence and credibility more information is available at scholarlyeditions com

Health in Ruins 2022-09-09
in health in ruins césar ernesto abadía barrero chronicles the story of el materno colombia s oldest maternity and neonatal health center and teaching hospital over
several decades as it faced constant threats of government shutdown using team based and collaborative ethnography to analyze the social life of neoliberal health
policy abadía barrero details the everyday dynamics around teaching learning and working in health care before during and after privatization he argues that health
care privatization is not only about defunding public hospitals it also ruins rich traditions of medical care by denying or destroying ways of practicing medicine that
challenge western medicine despite radical cuts in funding and a corrupt and malfunctioning privatized system el materno s professors staff and students continued to
find ways to provide innovative high quality and noncommodified health care by tracking the violences conflicts hopes and uncertainties that characterized the
struggles to keep el materno open abadía barrero demonstrates that any study of medical care needs to be embedded in larger political histories

Abstraction in Experimental Design 2022-10-27
political scientists designing experiments often face the question of how abstract or detailed their experimental stimuli should be typically this question is framed in
terms of tradeoffs relating to experimental control and generalizability the more context introduced into studies the less control and the more difficulty generalizing
the results yet we have reason to question this tradeoff and there is relatively little systematic evidence to rely on when calibrating the degree of abstraction in studies
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we make two contributions first we provide a theoretical framework which identifies and considers the consequences of three dimensions of abstraction in
experimental design situational hypotheticality actor identity and contextual detail second we field a range of survey experiments varying these levels of abstraction
we find that situational hypotheticality does not substantively change experimental results but increased contextual detail dampens treatment effects and the salience
of actor identities moderates results in specific situations

Neuropsychology and Substance Use 2011-03-15
substance use continues to be a major public health problem and the ramifications of this are manifold for instance at present on a yearly basis the total economic cost
of substance misuse is literally hundreds of billions of dollars these costs are related to a number of factors including but not limited to treatment and prevention
reduced job productivity and or absenteeism interdiction by the criminal justice and incarceration there are many more psychosocial consequences of substance
misuse and these have been well documented over the past four to five decades in contrast with the exception of alcohol the effects of substance misuse on the brain
have received attention only in the past 10 to 15 years an emerging body of literature has reported on the effects of various drugs on neuropsychological functioning
including benzodiazepines cocaine marijuana mdma methamphetamine nicotine and opioids despite the fact that the neuropsychological consequences of many drugs
of abuse are well documented to our knowledge no one had previously published an edited volume that focused exclusively on this issue based on this fact we decided
to create a volume that would review the available literature regarding on this topic neuropsychology and substance misuse state of the art and future directions
explores cutting edge issues and will be of interest to clinical neuropsychologists who require the latest findings in this increasingly important area of neuropsychology

Handbook of Temperament 2012-07-26
timely and authoritative this unique handbook explores the breadth of current knowledge on temperament from foundational theory and research to clinical
applications leaders in the field examine basic temperament traits assessment methods and what brain imaging and molecular genetics reveal about temperament s
biological underpinnings the book considers the pivotal role of temperament in parent child interactions attachment peer relationships and the development of
adolescent and adult personality and psychopathology innovative psychological and educational interventions that take temperament into account are reviewed
integrative in scope the volume features extensive cross referencing among chapters and a forward looking summary chapter

Weighing the Future 2021-12-14
epigenetics is the study of heritable changes in gene expression and has been heralded as one of the most promising new fields of scientific inquiry current large scale
pregnancy studies draw on epigenetics to connect pregnant women s behavioral choices like diet and exercise to future health risks for unborn babies as the first
ethnography of its kind weighing the future examines the sociopolitical implications of ongoing pregnancy trials in the united states and the united kingdom
illuminating how processes of scientific knowledge production are linked to capitalism surveillance and environmental reproduction the environments we imagine to
shape our genes bodies and future health are tied to race gender and structures of inequality this groundbreaking book makes the case that science and how we
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translate it is a reproductive project that requires feminist vigilance instead of fixating on a future at risk this book brings attention to the present at stake

Prescription for the Future 2017-06-06
how can america s healthcare system be transformed to provide consistently higher quality and lower cost care nothing else in healthcare matters more prescription
for the future identifies some standout medical organizations that have achieved higher quality more patient focused and lower cost care and from their examples
distills twelve transformational practices that could transform the entire healthcare sector ezekiel j emanuel looks at individual physician practices and organizations
who are already successfully driving change and the specific practices they have instituted they are not the titans everyone seems to know and assume to be the best
instead emanuel has chosen a select group from small physician offices to large multi specialty group practices accountable care organizations and even for profit
companies that are genuinely transforming care prescription for the future shines a bright diagnostic light on the state of american healthcare and provides invaluable
insights for healthcare workers investors and patients the book gives all of us the tools to recognize the places that will deliver high quality effective care when we
need it

Future directions in social security 1973
the twentieth century bequeathed us a fabulous gift thirty more years of life on average supersized life spans are going to radically alter society and present an
unprecedented opportunity to change our approach not only to old age but to all of life s stages the ramifications are just beginning to dawn on us yet in the meantime
we keep thinking about and planning for life as it used to be lived in a long bright future longevity and aging expert laura carstensen guides us into the new
possibilities offered by a longer life she debunks the myths and misconceptions about aging that stop us from adequately preparing for the future both as individuals
and as a society that growing older is associated with loneliness and unhappiness and that only the genetically blessed live well and long she then focuses on other
important components of a long life including finances health social relationships medicare and social security challenging our preconceived notions of old age every
step of the way

Future Space Programs 1975 1975
when the supreme court s majority ruling in nfib v sebelius upheld the patient protection and affordable care act the ppaca or obamacare it was clear that this major
shift in american health care provision was here to stay for better or worse the ppaca is now both a target for and a constraint on the next wave of reformist ideas
driven by curiosity about how the american health care regime will continue to evolve in the near and medium term dean michael schill and professor anup malani of
the university of chicago law school commissioned fourteen essays from leading scholars of law economics medicine and public health that offer predictions for the
most important issues and debates in health care reform over the next five to seven years essays are arranged in five sections part i aca and the law sets the stage with
three essays on legal challenges and justifications for the act part ii aca and the federal budget explores the variety of potential fiscal consequences resulting from
obamacare part iii aca and health care delivery offers competing viewpoints on what the act will ultimately mean for consumers of health care part iv health care costs
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innovation and the aca speculates about what the altered financial structure of health care will mean for the pace of development of new medical technologies part v
aca and health insurance markets concludes the volume with a pair of contrasting assessments of the prospects for the new insurance exchange markets

A Long Bright Future 2011-09-27
inhaltsangabe zusammenfassung in der vorliegenden arbeit wird experimentell nach einem einfluss der zukunftsperspektive auf das durch emotionen moderierte
zeitverzögerte entscheidungsverhalten gesucht die zukunftsperspektive wurde gemessen mit dem zimbardo time perspective inventory und mit dem life space sample
das entscheidungsverhalten wurde mit dem delay discounting task untersucht und mit hilfe der positiven bzw aversiven bilder aus dem international anerkannten
bildersatz iaps moderiert anhand von drei hypothesen wurde erwartet dass die positiven bilder eine kleine diskontierungsrate in intertemporalen wahlen verursachen
und die aversiven bilder eine große diskontierungsrate bei den intertemporalen wahlen verursachen das nächste erwartete ergebnis betrifft die zukunftsperspektive
gemessen mit dem zimbardo time perspective inventory hohe zukunftsorientierung auf der zimbardo skala erklärt eine niedrige diskontierungsrate in intertemporalen
wahlen eine niedrige punktzahl auf der zukunftsskala des zimbardo time perspective inventory erklärt im gegensatz dazu eine hohe diskontierungsrate bei den
intertemporalen wahlen als letztes wurde eine positive korrelation zwischen der zukunftsorientierung erwartet gemessen mit zwei verschiedenen methoden der
messung der zukunftsperspektive zimbardo time perspective inventory und dem life space sample von den erwarteten ergebnissen wurde nur eins tatsächlich
beobachtet nämlich der einfluss der positiven stimmung auf das entscheidungsverhalten weder die korrelative beziehung der zukunftsperspektiven gemessen mit
verschiedenen methoden noch der erklärende einfluss der zukunftsperspektive auf die diskontierungsrate wurde gefunden diese ergebnisse stellen die
vergleichbarkeit der zwei methoden der messung der zeitperspektive in frage und weisen auch auf die kompliziertheit des konstrukts zukunftsperspektive hin abstract
in the present study we tested the hypothesis that future orientation and emotional states induced by stimulus material systematically influence the decision making
process in the delay discounting task and the width of the time horizon in particular our three hypotheses were that the influence of scoring high on the future
orientation survey regarding time perspective on the choices made between two derived in different times monetary rewards is moderated by manipulations of the two
emotional dimensions of affective valence and arousal also expected was also the

The Future of Healthcare Reform in the United States 2015-10-15
this definitive handbook is now in an extensively revised third edition with many all new chapters and new topics leading authorities present cutting edge knowledge
about how and why people try to regulate their emotions the consequences of different regulatory strategies and interventions to enhance this key area of functioning
the biological cognitive developmental and social bases of emotion regulation are explored the volume identifies critical implications of emotion regulation for mental
and physical health psychopathology educational achievement prosocial behavior and other domains clinical and nonclinical interventions are critically reviewed and
state of the art measurement approaches described new to this edition broader coverage to bring readers up to speed on the ever growing literature features 71
concise chapters compared to 36 in the prior edition reflects a decade of continuing rapid advances in theory and research methods new sections on emotion
regulation in groups and collectives specific emotion regulation processes nonclinical interventions and emotion regulation across disciplines increased attention to
the role of emotion regulation in culture and broader societal issues
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An experimental investigation of the influence of time perspective on emotionally moderated
intertemporal choices 2009-12-04
south korea is home to cutting edge electronics state of the art medical facilities and ubiquitous high speed internet the country s meteoric rise from the ashes of the
korean war 1950 1953 to rank among the world s most technologically advanced societies is often attributed to state led promotion of science and technology in nation
building projects with chapters that discuss korea s dynastic past foreign occupations cold war geopolitics postwar rehabilitation in the twentieth century and the
contemporary neoliberal moment future yet to come argues that a longer historical arc and broader disciplinary approach better elucidate these transformations the
book s contributors illuminate the sociotechnical imaginaries that promoted sustained and contested korea s scientific medical and technological projects in realizing
desired futures focusing special attention on visual culture and the life sciences the essays present competing visions held by individuals and institutions of power in
the use and purpose of scientific engagements they demonstrate korean specificities in culture and language and the myriad social political spatial and symbolic
arrangements that shaped incorporations of and changes to existing systems of knowledge and material practices whether discussing moral epistemologies imperialist
or developmentalist thrusts in public health regimes or new configurations of the self enabled by bio industries and media technologies the book expands both the
regional and global understanding of translation accommodation and transfer tracing imaginaries across the vicissitudes of korea s past recalls their history and makes
visible their shifts and resilience in dynamic political economies future yet to come reminds us how deeply intertwined science medicine and technology are to not only
our polities corporations and societies but also the human condition bridging histories of science and medicine with anthropologies of technology and the arts the book
will appeal to students and scholars of korean and east asian studies as well as those with interests in the comparative history of medicine sts society and technology
studies art history media studies transnationalism diaspora and postcolonialism

Toward a PFAS-free Future 2023-11-17
this book discusses the applications challenges and future trends of machine learning in medical domain including both basic and advanced topics the book presents
how machine learning is helpful in smooth conduction of administrative processes in hospitals in treating infectious diseases and in personalized medical treatments
the authors show how machine learning can also help make fast and more accurate disease diagnoses easily identify patients help in new types of therapies or
treatments model small molecule drugs in pharmaceutical sector and help with innovations via integrated technologies such as artificial intelligence as well as deep
learning the authors show how machine learning also improves the physician s and doctor s medical capabilities to better diagnosis their patients this book illustrates
advanced innovative techniques frameworks concepts and methodologies of machine learning that will enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of the healthcare
system provides researchers in machine and deep learning with a conceptual understanding of various methodologies of implementing the technologies in medical
areas discusses the role machine learning and iot play into locating different virus and diseases across the globe such as covid 19 ebola and cervical cancer includes
fundamentals and advances in machine learning in the medical field supported by significant case studies and practical applications
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Handbook of Emotion Regulation 2023-10-19
this open access book provides a theoretical framework and case studies on decision science for regional sustainability by integrating the natural and social sciences
the cases discussed include solution oriented transdisciplinary studies on the environment disasters health governance and human cooperation based on these case
studies and comprehensive reviews of relevant works including lessons learned from past failures for predictable surprises and successes in adaptive co management
the book provides the reader with new perspectives on how we can co design collaborative projects with various conflicts of interest and how we can transform our
society for a sustainable future the book makes a valuable contribution to the global research initiative future earth promoting transdisciplinary studies to bridge the
gap between science and society in knowledge generation processes and supporting efforts to achieve the un s sustainable development goals sdgs compared to other
publications on transdisciplinary studies this book is unique in that evolutionary biology is used as an integrator for various areas related to human decision making
and approaches social changes as processes of adaptive learning and evolution given its scope the book is highly recommended to all readers seeking an integrated
overview of human decision making in the context of social transformation

Future Yet to Come 2021-09-30
this book presents a dialogue between scholars on different aspects of reproductive technologies if we continue to work in disciplinary silos reproductive studies is in
danger of missing and thereby reproducing the kinds of power structures that shape reproductive life

Machine Learning for Critical Internet of Medical Things 2022-02-03
this book proposes a new way of thinking about the controversial and complex challenges associated with the regulation of high cost credit specifically payday lending
these products have received significant attention in both the media and political arena the inadequacy of regulatory interventions has created ongoing problems with
the provision of high cost credit particularly for consumers with lesser bargaining power and who are already financially vulnerable the book tackles two specific gaps
in the existing literature the first involves inadequate analysis of the relevant philosophical concepts around high cost credit which can result in an over simplification
of what are particularly complex issues the second is a lack of engagement in both the market and lived experience of borrowers resulting in limited understanding of
those who use these financial products the future of high cost credit explores the theoretical grounding policy initiatives and interdisciplinary perspectives associated
with high cost credit making a novel and insightful contribution to the existing literature the problems with debt extend far beyond the legal sphere and the book will
therefore be of interest to many other academic disciplines as well as for those working in public policy and the third sector

Decision Science for Future Earth 2021-01-29
historically the first observation of a transmissible lytic agent that is specifically active against a bacterium bacillus anthracis was by a russian microbiologist nikolay
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gamaleya in 1898 at that time however it was too early to make a connection to another discovery made by dmitri ivanovsky in 1892 and martinus beijerinck in 1898
on a non bacterial pathogen infecting tobacco plants thus the viral world was discovered in two of the three domains of life and our current understanding is that
viruses represent the most abundant biological entities on the planet the potential of bacteriophages for infection treatment have been recognized after the discoveries
by frederick twort and felix d hérelle in 1915 and 1917 subsequent phage therapy developments however have been overshadowed by the remarkable success of
antibiotics in infection control and treatment and phage therapy research and development persisted mostly in the former soviet union countries russia and georgia as
well as in france and poland the dramatic rise of antibiotic resistance and especially of multi drug resistance among human and animal bacterial pathogens however
challenged the position of antibiotics as a single most important pillar for infection control and treatment thus there is a renewed interest in phage therapy as a
possible additive alternative therapy especially for the infections that resist routine antibiotic treatment the basis for the revival of phage therapy is affected by a
number of issues that need to be resolved before it can enter the arena which is traditionally reserved for antibiotics probably the most important is the regulatory
issue how should phage therapy be regulated similarly to drugs then the co evolving nature of phage bacterial host relationship will be a major hurdle for the
production of consistent phage formulae or should we resort to the phage products such as lysins and the corresponding engineered versions in order to have accurate
and consistent delivery doses we still have very limited knowledge about the pharmacodynamics of phage therapy more data obtained in animal models are necessary
to evaluate the phage therapy efficiency compared for example to antibiotics another aspect is the safety of phage therapy how do phages interact with the immune
system and to what costs or benefits what are the risks in the course of phage therapy of transduction of undesirable properties such as virulence or antibiotic
resistance genes how frequent is the development of bacterial host resistance during phage therapy understanding these and many other aspects of phage therapy
basic and applied is the main subject of this topic

The Belmont Report 1978
with a vivid narrative writing style this book gives students a firm foundation in all areas covered on accredited british psychological society degree courses

Technologies of Reproduction Across the Lifecourse 2022-09-15
a thorough and comprehensive guide to the theoretical practical and methodological approaches used in survey experiments across disciplines such as political science
health sciences sociology economics psychology and marketing this book explores and explains the broad range of experimental designs embedded in surveys that use
both probability and non probability samples it approaches the usage of survey based experiments with a total survey error tse perspective which provides insight on
the strengths and weaknesses of the techniques used experimental methods in survey research techniques that combine random sampling with random assignment
addresses experiments on within unit coverage reducing nonresponse question and questionnaire design minimizing interview measurement bias using adaptive
design trend data vignettes the analysis of data from survey experiments and other topics across social behavioral and marketing science domains each chapter begins
with a description of the experimental method or application and its importance followed by reference to relevant literature at least one detailed original experimental
case study then follows to illustrate the experimental method s deployment implementation and analysis from a tse perspective the chapters conclude with theoretical
and practical implications on the usage of the experimental method addressed in summary this book fills a gap in the current literature by successfully combining the
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subjects of survey methodology and experimental methodology in an effort to maximize both internal validity and external validity offers a wide range of types of
experimentation in survey research with in depth attention to their various methodologies and applications is edited by internationally recognized experts in the field
of survey research methodology and in the usage of survey based experimentation featuring contributions from across a variety of disciplines in the social and
behavioral sciences presents advances in the field of survey experiments as well as relevant references in each chapter for further study includes more than 20 types
of original experiments carried out within probability sample surveys addresses myriad practical and operational aspects for designing implementing and analyzing
survey based experiments by using a total survey error perspective to address the strengths and weaknesses of each experimental technique and method experimental
methods in survey research techniques that combine random sampling with random assignment is an ideal reference for survey researchers and practitioners in areas
such political science health sciences sociology economics psychology public policy data collection data science and marketing it is also a very useful textbook for
graduate level courses on survey experiments and survey methodology

The Future of High-Cost Credit 2022-07-14
advances in experimental social psychology

Phage Therapy: Past, Present and Future 2017-09-05
this book adds to the discussion from volume 1 by providing insights and stimulating new thinking about the changing nature of services and marketing service work
and workers and service experiences during and after the covid 19 pandemic in 2020 particularly focusing on services marketing this book serves as a useful resource
for business practitioners and academics in the areas of service management and marketing responses during a pandemic each chapter deals with specific current
issues within these industries due to covid 19 and issues that will come up post pandemic as covid 19 is expected to change the service practice and promote the
utilization of novel methods such as untact marketing untact service telecommuting alternative work arrangements job crafting and new work skills a range of
examples and cases are provided to elaborate on applying these emerging new concepts within the service sector

Essential Psychology 2024-03-19
how can clarice lispector s writings help us make sense of the anthropocene how does race intersect with the treatment of animals in the works of joaquim maria
machado de assis what can indigenous philosopher and leader ailton krenak teach us about the relationship between environmental degradation and the production of
knowledge literature beyond the human is the first collection of essays in english dedicated to an investigation of brazilian literature from the viewpoint of the
environmental humanities animal studies anthropocene studies and other critical and theoretical perspectives that question the centrality of the human this volume
includes 15 chapters by leading scholars covering two centuries of brazilian literary production from gonçalves dias to astrid cabral from euclides da cunha to davi
kopenawa and others by underscoring the vast theoretical potential of brazilian literature and thought from the influential modernist thesis of cultural cannibalism
antropofagia to the renewed interest in amerindian perspectivism in culture post anthropocentric brazil shows how the theoretical strength of brazilian thought can
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contribute to contemporary debates in the anglophone realm

Experimental Methods in Survey Research 2019-10-01
special edition of the federal register containing a codification of documents of general applicability and future effect with ancillaries

IAPSM's Textbook of Community Medicine 2019-06-30
the predecessor to this book was a guide to the laboratory use of the squid loligo pealei published by the marine biological laboratory woods hole massachusetts in
1974 the revision of this long out of date guide with the approval of the marine biological laboratory is an attempt to introduce students and researchers to the
cephalopods and particularly the squid as an object of biological research therefore we have decided to expand on its original theme which was to present important
practical aspects for using the squid as experimental animals there are twenty two chapters instead of the original eight the material in the original eight chapters has
been completely revised since more than one method can be used for accomplishing a given task some duplication of methods was considered desirable in the various
chapters thus the methodology can be chosen which is best suited for each reader s requirements each subject also contains a mini review which can serve as an
introduction to the various topics thus the volume is not just a laboratory manual but can also be used as an introduction to squid biology the book is intended for
laboratory technicians advanced undergraduate students graduate students researchers and all others who want to learn the purpose methods and techniques of using
squid as experimental animals this is the reason why the name has been changed to its present title preceding the chapters is a list of many of the abbreviations
prefixes and suffixes used in this volume

Social Security Bulletin 1946
this collection of 25 research papers comprised of 22 original articles and 3 reviews is brought together from international leaders in bioinformatics and biostatistics
the collection highlights recent computational advances that improve the ability to analyze highly complex data sets to identify factors critical to cancer biology novel
deep learning algorithms represent an emerging and highly valuable approach for collecting characterizing and predicting clinical outcomes data the collection
highlights several of these approaches that are likely to become the foundation of research and clinical practice in the future in fact many of these technologies reveal
new insights about basic cancer mechanisms by integrating data sets and structures that were previously immiscible accordingly the series presented here bring
forward a wide range of artificial intelligence approaches and statistical methods that can be applied to imaging and genomics data sets to identify previously
unrecognized features that are critical for cancer our hope is that these articles will serve as a foundation for future research as the field of cancer biology transitions
to integrating electronic health record imaging genomics and other complex datasets in order to develop new strategies that improve the overall health of individual
patients
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Advances in Experimental Social Psychology 1989-05-01
drug repositioning is the process of identifying new indications for existing drugs at present the conventional de novo drug discovery process requires an average of
about 14 years and us 2 5 billion to approve and launch a drug drug repositioning can reduce the time and cost of this process because it takes advantage of drugs
already in clinical use for other indications or drugs that have cleared phase i safety trials but have failed to show efficacy in the intended diseases historically drug
repositioning has been realized through serendipitous clinical observations or improved understanding of disease mechanisms however recent technological advances
have enabled a more systematic approach to drug repositioning this ebook collects 16 articles from 112 authors providing readers with current advances and future
perspectives of drug repositioning

Kane Experimental Forest 1999
stroke remains one of the most devastating diseases in industrialized countries recanalization of the occluded arterial vessel using thrombolysis is the only causal
therapy available however thrombolysis is limited due to severe side effects and a limited time window as such only a minority of patients receives this kind of therapy
showing a need for new and innovative treatment strategies although neuroprotective drugs have been shown to be beneficial in a variety of experimental stroke
models they ultimately failed in clinical trials consequently recent scientific focus has been put on modulation of post ischemic neuroregeneration either via stimulation
of endogenous neurogenesis or via application of exogenous stem cells or progenitor cells neurogenesis persists within the adult brain of both rodents and primates as
such neural progenitor cells npcs are found within distinct niches like the subventricular zone svz of the lateral ventricles and the subgranular zone of the dentate
gyrus cerebral ischemia stimulates these astrocyte like progenitor cells upon which npcs proliferate and migrate towards the site of lesion there npcs partly
differentiate into mature neurons without significantly being integrated into the residing neural network rather the majority of new born cells dies within the first
weeks post stroke leaving post ischemic neurogenesis a phenomenon of unknown biological significance since npcs do not replace lost brain tissue beneficial effects
observed in some studies after either stimulated or protected neurogenesis are generally contributed to indirect effects of these new born cells the precise
identification of appropriated cellular mediators however is still elusive how do these mediators work are they soluble factors or maybe even vesicular structures
emanating from npcs what are the cues that guide npcs towards the ischemic lesion site how can post ischemic neurogenesis be stimulated how can the poor survival
of npcs be increased in order to support post ischemic neurogenesis a variety of research groups have focused on application of exogenous stem progenitor cells from
various tissue sources among these cultivated npcs from the svz and mesenchymal stem cells mscs from the bone marrow are frequently administered after induction
of stroke although neuroprotection after delivery of stem progenitor cells has been shown in various experimental stroke models transplanted cells are usually not
integrated in the neural network again the vast amount of grafted cells dies or does not reach its target despite profound neuroprotection also suggesting indirect
paracrine effects as the cause of neuroprotection yet the factors being responsible for these observations are under debate and still have to be addressed is there any
optimal cell type for transplantation how can the resistance of grafted cells against a non favorable extracellular milieu be increased what are the molecules that are
vital for interaction between grafted cells and endogenous npcs the present research topic seeks to answer at least in part some of the aforementioned questions
although the research topic predominantly focuses on experimental studies and reviews alike a current outlook towards clinical relevance is given as well
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